Children’s care pack
for refugee children

Thousands of refugee children have been traumatized by war. A pack of meaningful items shows care and concern for them. These packs will be distributed to refugee children and other needy children in the Middle East. Whenever possible, we will include a copy of CAM’s *Favorite Stories from the Bible* in the appropriate language of the location where the package will be going.

Please include only the items listed.

Package the items in a ziploc or similar style one gallon freezer bag (please do not use other bag sizes). Write the pack name (1, 2, or 3) on the bag.

PLEASE AVOID:

- Stickers, cars, trucks, or teddy bears that look strange or unrealistic.
- Items with TV, occult, military, sports, and cartoon characters.
- Notebooks, teddy bears, or other items with Scripture verses and religious symbols. While we want to promote God’s Word, these packs are sometimes distributed in security-sensitive locations.

If these items are included, we will be unable to ship the kits. Thank you for carefully following the list!

Syria